
PINTUCK PRIMER





What is a 
Pintuck?

▪ Pintucks are simply a small tuck in the fabric. Most commonly they are 
stitched in place, but they can also be folded and pressed without stitching.

▪ Using a pintuck is purely decorative and doesn't have a function in sewing. 

▪ A pintuck is different from sewing a dart which creates shape in a garment



Presser Feet
More is always better!





Presser Foot 
Options





Presser Foot 
Options

The clear sole always provides a perfect view of the stitching 
area. 

The pintucks are sewn first, with the finished pintucks lying in 
the grooves on the bottom of the foot. 

In a second step, the Pintuck and decorative-stitch foot with 
clear sole #46C is used to embellish the pintucks with 
precisely parallel lines of stitching – so there’s no need to 
trace the lines beforehand.

3mm Double needle works best with this foot.





Needles



Double Needle – aka Twin Needle

Double needles are labeled according to the point size and the distance 

between the two needles. 

The package may be marked 90/3.0. This means:

▪The needle is a size 90 and 

▪The needles are 3mm apart



Check  the fit
To test whether a needle can be used with a particular 

pintuck foot, place the needles in the grooves on the bottom 

of the sole. 

The needles should be side by side in two adjacent grooves. 

If they both fit in one groove or if there is an empty groove 

between the two grooves that the needles fit into, the 

double needle will not work with the foot.



Threading the Machine



Step 1

▪To thread your machine, 

place a thread spool on the 

horizontal spool pin and 

another on the vertical 

spool pin.



Step 2

▪ Start the threading process the 

same way as with a single needle, 

BUT when you come to the 

tension disc on top of the 

machine, place one thread on the 

right and one on the left of the 

disc.



Step 3

▪Hold both threads in one hand 

and continue threading in the 

usual way, treating the two 

threads as one. When you get 

to the eyes of the needles, put 

one thread into each eye.



Special Threading 
Exceptions

Security Programs and the 

BERNINA  8 Series



If your machine has a Needle 

Minder, open it and select the size 

double needle you are using. This is 

especially useful if sewing with 

decorative stitches. It will keep you 

from accidentally setting your stitch 

width too wide, causing a broken 

needle.

No needle minder? Do the math manually!
Maximum Stitch Width of your machine – the size of the double needle = maximum width you can safely stitch



8 Series Double Needle Threading



Manual 
Threading Icon





Stitching Pintucks



▪ Before starting to sew, use the 

handwheel to bring the bobbin thread 

up to the surface of your fabric.

▪ Once you have the machine set up, all 

you do is sew the same way you always 

do! 

▪ The pintuck is formed as the fabric is 

pulled up into the groove on the sole of 

the foot. 

▪ For more definition of the tuck, tighten 

the needle tension slightly. Once you 

stitch one pintuck, put the fabric back 

under the foot, placing the first pintuck 

in one of the grooves for perfect 

spacing.



▪ Once you thread your machine 

with your twin needle, you have to

make sure that you have the correct 

tension. The goal is to create a 

tunneling effect.

▪ You want the pintucks to be 

raised. But if the tension is too tight, 

you’ll create puckering. 

▪ Make sure to practice before using 

your fabric!



Spacing Pintucks
If you want very close pintucks, position the tuck in the groove of the foot next to the 
center groove, on the right or left. This creates very close pintucks. Continue doing this to 
create a band of texture as desired. 

Add space between the pintucks by placing the first tuck in a groove that is farther away 
from the center. Add even more space by placing the side of the foot next to the previously 
stitched tuck.



Corded Pintucks



Pintucks can be 
corded or not. The 
cording adds body 

and structure to the 
pintuck, giving it more 

definition. 



If you choose to use cording, you’ll need 
the Pintuck Cording Attachment.

It attaches to the machine with just one 
screw and is positioned to hold the cord 
directly in front of the needle. 

A narrow cord such as crochet cotton or a perle cotton works well for this.



Other Unique 
Techniques



Shaped Pintucks



Shadowed 
Pintucks



Shirring

Elastic thread in the bobbin



Questions?



Information for today’s lesson 
came from:

Just Sew It E Book: Pintuck Primer

Pretty Pintuck: We All Sew Article

Pintuck Headband Tutorial
Diagonal Pintuck Tutorial

Pintucks and Foot #46C: We All Sew Article

https://www.bernina.com/en-US/Learn-Create-US/Projects/Sewing-Projects/Sewing-ebooks/Just-SEW-It-Pintuck-Primer
https://weallsew.com/pretty-pintucks
https://weallsew.com/pintuck-headband-tutorial/
https://weallsew.com/diagonal-pintucks-tutorial/
https://weallsew.com/pintucks-and-decorative-stitching-with-foot-46c/

